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Mind mapping the soil  

Core purpose  

To use mind-maps and related approaches as a powerful tool for learning, in particular to promote 

deep understanding while at the same time encouraging a cross-curricular approach. 

Narrative 

Mr K wants students to engage with a complex topic (soil science) using mind-maps. Mind mapping is a 

simple methodology that allows collaborative and deep exploration of difficult and multi-faceted topics. 

Over a class period, a lively brainstorming session takes place. Brainstorming is a critical component of 

creating a mind map, so the groups are instructed to brainstorm as their first step. Mr K presents 

contents and resources about soil science, using them as prompts for the class discussion.  Small post-it 

notes are used at this stage because the groups can write ideas on the post-it notes and then shuffle 

them as many times as necessary to create effective categorizations. 

After the brainstorm, students create digital version of their mind-maps using free web-based software 

like Popplet. This digital version will stay online throughout the project and will be updated as work 

progresses. 

A trip to a site is arranged and students are divided into groups. They take samples, pictures, and 

videos; some make drawings. Once back in the classroom, students work individually or in pairs over two 

lesson periods on tasks pre-designed by the teacher. In each subgroup, two or more students will 

analyse the soil using a microscope, two or more will gather additional geographical or geo-chemical 

information about the site; two or more will digitally edit the pictures or the videos overlaying their 

research notes and make a structured taxonomy of all the potentially relevant things that they observed. 

Over another class period, a discussion supported by presentations takes place; the aim is to share 

findings and activities so that students complement each other’s findings without missing out. For 

example, in each subgroup those who used a microscope are asked to explain to the others what they 

did, how they did it and what they found, and so forth. All the findings, the pictures, the videos and the 

additional information are finally uploaded to Popplet to update the mind maps, which keep growing 

and now include video and audio elements as well. New associations are found and this supports even 

further understanding and the retention of the scientific terminology. 

The whole exercise also allows a dyslexic student in the classroom to fully engage, as the approach helps 

him structure ideas concretely, while the graphical associations of the mind map make it easier for him 

to process the written text.  The creation of mind maps in small groups instead of by individual students 

facilitates a deeper analysis of the topic through dialogue rather than instruction. Developing 

associations between terms and notions also helps students understand and memorise words and 

concepts. 
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Possible approaches to teaching and assessment 

The scenario relies on collaborative knowledge building and on the classroom discussions facilitated by 

the teacher. There is also a strong element of inquiry-based learning. Assessment could be performed 

by checking students’ understanding and scientific vocabulary before and after the project. This data can 

be used to plan further or remedial instruction or homework/reading (formative assessment). 

Key concepts 

 Learning goes outside, does the teacher follow? Education has always been associated with 

schools. However, this relationship is now under stress as new technologies move learning 

outside of the school walls.  

 The challenges of fostering MST (Mathematics, Science and Technology)  

 Increasing frustration of young people with typical classroom activities  

 Educational applications do not run on desktop computers anymore but increasingly onto 

servers accessible through the Internet (e.g. popplet) 

Environment 

 The classroom and the school lab 

 School grounds 

 Field excursions 

People & roles 

 The teacher is acting as facilitator of a complex group dynamic. The Mindmapping activity is not 

just a tool to aid student thinking, but also to structure and clarify the process for the teacher. 

 Students act as peers and need to be clear about their responsibilities and tasks. 

Interactions & pedagogical activities 

 Students research 

 Videos, pictures, dataloggers, microscopes 

 Research process 

o Observing 

o Collecting data 

o Analysing data 

o Synthesis 

 Presentations 
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Resources & technologies 

 Video cameras, data loggers, lab equipment 

 Mindmap software (eg http://popplet.com/) 

 The Italian school where an interesting approach to MindMapping was used 

http://1gdigiacomoitec.blogspot.it/  

 Standard features of IWB software when used with either physical student handsets or IWB 

software applications. 

 Video on Promethean’s collaborative brainstorm application works: 

http://dl.dropbox.com/u/20497347/Noteboard.m4v?dl=1  

 SMART Ideas allows students to discuss and generate ideas directly writing in the IWB. (tutorial 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gSO0sygM0Yo  

Learning stories/activities 

This scenarios is designed into these learning stories: 

 Tell a Story - http://itec.eun.org/web/guest/tell-story  

 Create an Object - http://itec.eun.org/web/guest/create-an-object  

 Create a Game - http://itec.eun.org/web/guest/create-a-game  

 

The Future Classroom Scenarios have been developed as part of the EC-funded iTEC project (FP7; 2010-2014). The  

Find more Future Classroom Scenarios in the Future Classroom Lab website (http://fcl.eun.org/directory) and learn 

how to create your own scenarios by using the Future Classroom Toolkit (http://fcl.eun.org/toolkit) 
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